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We study the class of tree transductions induced by bimorphisms (cp. R, cp’) with cp, cp’ alphabetic 
homomorphisms and R a recognizable forest; this class contains many of classical tree-transforma- 
tions such as union and intersection with a recognizable forest. a-product, a-quotient. top-catena- 
tion, branches, subtrees. initial and terminal subtrees, largest common initial subtree. etc. 
Furthermore. the considered transductions are closed under composition and inversion and 
preserve the recognizable and algebraic forests: by applying the last fact to the classical tree 
transformations cited above. we obtain a series of remarkable results. 
We show that Takahashi’s relations A E r, x 7; can be identified with the squeleton-preserving 
Z_$l.-recognizable subsets of T. x q 
Finally, we give a classification of some remarkable subclasses of the class of alphabetic 
transductions. 
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Introduction 
The importance of rational relations in word language theory is due to the 
following three fundamental facts: 
(i) they arc closed under composition and inversion, 
(ii) they preserve rational and algebraic languages. and 
(iii) they contain almost ~111 the elementary operations on words. 
The kel to establish most of the result\ in this domain is Nivat’s theorem which 
states that ;I relation is rational itl’it can be represented by a bimorphism. On the other 
hand. it is well knokvn that the rational relations can be obtained as the behaviors of 
;I certain type of machines. called rational transducers (see [i. X] ). 
At the level of tree5 it is again verb important to impose ;I class of relations 
analogous to (i) (iii) above. 
Many authors have studied several classes of tree relations adopting either the 
bimorphism point of \,icw [7] or the machine point of view (tree transducers [Z. 9. IO. 
12. 141). In any CXL’. the considcrcd classes are rarely closed under composition and 
inversion and do not prcscrvc in general the nlgcbrnic forests. On the other hand. 
Takahashi’s relations [I31 ha\c propertic (i) and (ii) but they cannot describe the 
elementary tree operations such as tsp-treccatcnation. branches. etc. 
Arnold and Dauchet proLed in [I] that the “d&mnrquages IinPaires” (here called 
alphabetic homomorphisms) constitute perhaps the Inrgest class of tree homomor- 
phisms refccting algebraic forests. Consequently. the bimorphisms (cp. R, (p’). with 
(P. ‘P ’ alphabetic. define pcrhaph the largest class of tree transformations preserving 
algebraic forests and closed under inversion. The so-defined class .cN,,// (of alphabetic 
tree transductions) is shown to be closed under composition and it is incomparable 
with all the important classes of tree transductions. The following classical tree 
operations belong to .rJ/,,//: union and intersection with ;I recognizable forest. 
the recogniznblc constants. top-treecatenation. tr-product and quotient of forests. 
branches. subtrces. initial and terminal subtrees. largest common initial subtree. (initc 
unions of products. etc. 
In the last section ~‘e identify Takahashi’s relations with certain squeleton-preserv- 
ing recognizable subsets of 7; x 7; WC lina11y classify remarkable subclasses of .r//,,L. 
I. Preliminaries 
As usual. 7;_ denotes the set of trees over the (finite) ranked alphabet 2‘ and 
T>(.Y,. ___.. Y,,) is the set of all trees indexed by the variables .I,. . . . . . Y,,. 
For X>O. ~130. tE7;_(.\-,. ._... \-k) and I ,.___. ~,ET~(.Y Y ) we denote by , . . ,), . 
t(t 1. . . t,,) the result of substituting t, for Y, in t. 
An algebraic tree grammar is a 4-tuple G=(Z, F, P,S), where Z is a finite ranked 
alphabet of terminals, F is a finite ranked alphabet of nonterminals or function 
symbols (Cn F #8), P is a finite set of rules of the form @(x1, . . . ..~.)+r with @EF,, and 
t~7&r(.x,, . . .._ u,), and SEF, is the axiom of G. 
Let ~30 and tIrtZ~Tz~~(.~lr . . ..s.); we put fIzt2 iff there is a rule @(.x~...s~)+~, 
a tree ~~~Tj,~(.xr ,.,.,. Y,,s,,+, ) containing exactly one occurrence of X, + 1, and trees 
tr, . , &E Tr,F(.~l, . . ., I,) such that 
t,=rl(.x, ,... ,.u,,,@(<1, . . . . <k)), 
f,=r?b, ,...,. u,,r(( I,.... L)). 
z denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of =. 
G G 
The tree language generated by G is 
Call L 5 q algebraic if L = L(G) for some algebraic tree grammar G. 
It should be noted for completeness sake that there is another kind of derivation, 
the so-called IO-derivation (see [Ill]), leading to another class of tree languages. 
Explicitly, r, z t2 is defined to have the same meaning as r 1 ar2 except that the ti’s are 
required to be terminal trees, that is c,, . . . . L$E T,(s,. . . .._ w,). 
Given now finite ranked alphabets C and F, a homomorphism from Tz to T, is 
a function cp which to every symbol (TEZ, corresponds a tree r(.u,, . .x~,)E T,(.u,, . , x,). 
cp is inductively extended to a function y: T,+T, by setting 
y(arl...r,,)=t((p(ri,), . . ..Y(fi.,)h 
where cp(o)=r(si, . .._ Ye,,). 
A homomorphism cp is called linear if for any FEZ, the variables .x1, . . . , s, appear at 
most once in the tree q(a). A linear homomorphism cp : T,+ T, is alphabetic if for each 
UE Z,, either 
or 
Y(u)=;‘(.\.j,...-Yj,,). ;‘EF~ (~30) 
cp(a)=s,, 1 dk<n. 
Finally, we say that cp: &+q. is strictly alphabetic if 
Y(Z,,) G C,, n=O, 1,2, . . . 
Proposition 1.1 ([l, Theorem 4.11). 7’1~ cluss of ul~&~~ic ,forests is closed under 
inwrsr ulphahcric hornomorphisrlls. 
I x0 
tl/y=y-_t, 
t. 
1-l t. 1+1 
x 
I.q! I. 
This result led u’r to consider bimorphisms (cp. R. v’) with cp. cp’ alphabetic. in order 
to get a class of tree transductions preserving algebraic forests. 
Next we denote by Pi the subset of T,(.Y) consisting of all trees with just one 
occurrence of the variable .x. FL becomes a monoid if we define its multiplication to be 
the substitution at X: this monoid is free. spanned by the elements shown in Fig. I. 
with a~2‘,, and ti~li. 
For every to G and SE/',. fs is the tree (of 7; 1 obtained by replacing the variable .Y in 
T by t. This operation is actually an action 
TL x P2 + T, . ft. T)HfT 
A X-tree automaton .c/=(Q.tr. F) consists of ;I tinite set Q (the states). a subset 
F G Q (the final states) and ;I I-indexed family of functions 
ti, : Q”- Q. riEL,,. 
For II =O. the elements rl,~Q ((.EZ‘,,) are the constants of .r/. There is a function 
/I.,: 7;_-+Q defined inductively bl 
/I ,(fJf ,... f,,)=tr,(lI.,f, . . . . . /I./f,,). UEX,,. tie7,. 
The behavior of .r/ is then the tree language !.cJI =/I./’ (F). 
Call L c T, recognizable if L = I.r/ 1 for some tree automaton .c/. We denote by 
Rec( T:) the class of all recognizable languages of TL. The monoid PL acts on .c/ via 
(/‘Of,.../, ,.~ti*,...t,, =tr,(h.,r,.....h /1, ,.c/.ll.,ri+,.....Il.,r,,) 
c/(T7Tr)=(c/T)7T. ~EQ. T.7CEPL. 
Later on, we shall need the (free) submonoid L1 of P5 spanned by the elements shown 
in Fig. 2. with FEZ’,, and 1;~ Tl. 
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Fig. 3. 
The product monoid Lt x L,- acts then on G x 7. and in [S] it is shown that the 
following proposition holds. 
Proposition 1.2. If a relation A G 5 x Tr can be written in the form 
A= b BixCi, BicRec(T,), CiERec(T,) 
i=l 
Then,for any (c,d)~Z~ x r,, the set 
is a recognizable subset of‘ Lz x Lr. 
1.3. Local,fbrests 
A transition from a ranked alphabet Z is a tuple 
(O,O 1, . . ..a.) 
frequently denoted as shown in Fig. 3, with cr~.E, and OjEC. 
We say that the transition (a, err, . . . . 0,) appears inside the tree teT, if 
t=(at,...t,).r, 
where PEP, and for every i (1 <i< n), the root of ti is (TV. Let 
and let T be a set of transitions from C; the local forest generated by 
(E,, E. T) is the set of all trees JET, with the following three properties: 
( l1 ) the root of t belongs to E, 
(12) all the leaves oft belong to E,, and 
(13) all transitions of t belong to T. 
Clearly, any local forest is recognizable and every recognizable forest is 
tion of a local forest via a strictly alphabetic homomorphism. 
Finally, [I?] denotes the set (1,2, . . . . k). 
the system 
the projec- 
1x2 
2. The alphabet 2‘ V, I‘. 
Trying to “join” trees with dift‘erent squeletons (for reasons explained in subsequent 
sections). we are led to introduce ;I new operation between ranked alphabets. that 
consists of concatenating symbols with difltrent ranks; the rank of the formed pairs is 
the maximum of the ranks of the participating symbols, so that the resulting alphabet 
has a supremum-like property. 
Recall that. for ;I given finite ranked alphabet X. its degree is the biggest natural 
number .Y satisfying 2‘v #I). Let I; adcg2‘: from X we construct the ranked alphabet 
2“” in the follou,ing way: 
\.lhl 
-0 =I,,. 
whereas for 112 I 
).lhl 
‘,I =t ‘0, ,,.,., Jfl~~,,. i , . __.. i,, are distinct elements of [C;] and 
Ill’lX ’ i 
, 
‘, ( I..... I,,, =I?] u ;!I;. 
Consider, further. tbvo alphabets 2’. I‘ and ;I natural number I, 3 max [deg 2‘. deg 1’ 1. 
WC define their I<-supremum 2‘ V, I‘ to be 
(I v,1‘),,=v,,xI;,, 
(Z V,I‘),,== u x/l x r/F 
I,,.l\li. ,I = ?I 
We simply write 2‘ V r in the case 
I< = max 1 deg ?;. dcg 1. I. 
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There are two (canonical) alphabetic homomorphisms 
cpx : Tz v, , + 7;_, cur : Tz v,1.+7; 
with 
~~((flj,, .,,.t~))=~(Sil....Yj,,), ‘pi ( (6 w> ) = .x, 1 
Example 2.2. Take 
Figure 5 visualizes the action of cpL and qr. 
Proposition 2.3. For ecer~‘ puir qf‘alphahrtic homor?~orphislns shown in Fig. 6. there 
rvists (I unique ulphahetic honlomorphisrn 
11: c-tTz,,,,., k = max(deg A, deg Z, deg f ), 
rnakiiy cwnmututicr the trianyle shmtw in Fig. 7. 
T = -13’Y32> 
/ 
/ 
A,,’ 
<T1’2’ <aI2 ,c> 
./ 
<a,2> 
/ \ 
<a,c> I 
<a,c> 
,‘\ 
<a,c> 
<T1,l’ 
<a,c> ta,c> 
<a,c> 
/a\ iy\ 
i /\ c c 
a a t 
A VT\ Q’ 
TE Tr 
tig. h. 
Proof. For every cicrl,, 012 0). suppose that 
cp(;i)=g(.x ,,.... xi,,) and (r)‘(ij)=;j.yj ,.... y,rt,), 
We then put 
M=(~,, ,,..;‘,, ,,,). 
In the case 
(i,(ii)=.~,, (p’(d) = I,.. a.. 
we put 
II( (li,;.). C~C. ~- 
Convention. Frequently. if no confusion is caused, we identify the symbol cl7 ,, 
with B. 
3. Alphabetic relations 
A relation il C_ 7;_ x 7; is called alphabetic if there exists a ranked alphabet /I, 
a recognizable forest LC r, and two alphabetic homomorphisms 
7;_zc27; 
such that 
A=j(cpt.q’r)(t~L;. 
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so thut 
Furthermore, we cun choose R to he locul. 
Proof. Using Proposition 2.3, we get 
A={(cp~t,qrt)l r~h(L)) 
with /z(L) c Tz “,I recognizable. 0 
A tree transduction r: &+ T, is alphabetic if its graph (denoted by #T) is an 
alphabetic relation. 
Proposition 3.1 can be now restated as follows. 
Proposition 3.1’. T : T,+ T, is ulphuhetic $f it admits u ,fuctorization of the form 
with RERec( Tz “, r). 
As usual, we do not distinguish a transduction T from its graph #T. .dQk(C, f ) is 
the class of all alphabetic transductions from & to T,. 
Proposition 3.2. d//h is closrd under jnite union und inversion (in the sense of 
relut ions). 
Proof. Our second assertion comes from the definition. For the first one, let 
Ai=llc,,(Li), LiERec(Tr v,r), i= 1,2, 
where the function II,.,: T, v,r+ TI x T, is defined by 
hr. r((“)) =(cpzw, cPro). 
We then have 
A,uA2=h,.r(L1)uIlr,r(Lz)=hs.,(L,uL2), 
and so A, uA~E.Q!/~~;(,Z,~ ). 0 
Proposition 3.3. .d!,?/c(Z, r) contains all relations qf the,form 
iLJ, Bi X Ci, 
with BiERec( TJ and CiERec( T,) (i= 1,2, . . . . n). 
Proof. The result comes from the equalit!. 
B,xC,=II\ ,(@‘(B;)ncp, I((‘,)) -. - 
and the Proposition 3.7. 
Proof. Taking up = (p’ = identity in the definition of an alphabetic relation, we get (ii). 
(i) is ;I special cast of (ii). 
(iii) For LERK( 7;_ ). the graph of the transduction I ++fuL is 
lu(T> x .L)E-‘//,~//(‘.~‘). 
It is well kno\vn that the first operation on words. the concatenation. is ;I rational 
rclotion: thus. it is m~tural to ask if the top-catenation of trees has an analogous 
prupcrt\. 
We need here to extend the definition of alphabetic relation to 11 arguments. 
Preciselq. ;~ssume thut ranked alphabets 2‘, . ___. L,,. C are given: 3 relation 
.-I c r, , x x 7, x 7; 
-9, 
is termed alphabetic if wc can determine ;I ranked alphabet 1 and alphabetic 
homomorphism:, cp, : I’,-Ti,, (p’: T,+ 1; in such a manner that 
.A=;(u,,r ,_... cp,,r.cp’r)ltEl_l 
where L is ;I rccogniLable forcsl of T,. 
We also need the following auxiliary result. 
Proof. Suppose that K is generated by the regular tree grammar G =(2‘, I ‘. S. K ); then 
C> (K ) is generated by the tree grammar G’ obtained from G by adding the new rules 
S+u,(S . . . . S). f~JE.u. 
where S is the axiom of G 
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Proposition 3.6. For a jixed symbol FEZ,, thcJ,finction 
(1) (t,, . . . . t,)++rt,...t, 
is alphabetic. 
Proof. Consider the alphabet 
C V . ..V Z V C (/I+ 1) times 
and the recognizable forests 
determined by 
ni=((l ,..., l,O,l,..., l,O)lQEZ,,, n>l) 
t t 
ith place (n + 1 )th place 
and 
The forest 
ta(Q2, (K,). .f.. Q,<K,,))~ Gv...vrvz, 
with 
CO=(1,2 ,..., H,T), 
is again recognizable and it is not hard to see that its image under the function 
T, v._.v pTzx ‘.. x T,, (0 ++ ((p+ ) cp:w) 
is just the relation 
that is, the graph of (1). C 
Corollary. Given TEE, <rnd L+Rec(T,) (j#i), tile trrrnsduction 
(2) t~TL1...Li_ltLi+l...L,, 
is alphahrric. 
If at least one of the forests Lj is infinite, the transduction (2) can neither be realized 
by a top-down nor by a bottom-up tree transducer, provided that the alphabets C and 
r are finite (see, for instance [2, definitions of Section 11). 
Conversely, arbitrary top-down or bottom-up transductions do not preserve recog- 
nizable forests (see [12]) and, thus, by the next proposition these classes are not 
included in cd//I;. In conclusion we have the following corollary. 
We conclude this section with the following important result that will be of constant 
use throughout the remainder of this paper. 
be an alphabetic transduction; since the homomorphism cpl is alphabetic, for every 
recognizable (algebraic) forest R C_ c. the forest ql_ ’ (R) is again recognizable (alge- 
braic [I]). On the other hand, the forest 
is recognizable or algebraic according to that cp ‘(R) has the same property. 
Finally, since linear homomorphisms project recognizable to recognizable forests 
and algebraic to algebraic forests, from the equality 
CP, [@‘(R)r\Ll=r(R) 
we conclude that T preserves recognizable and algebraic forests. as stated. LI 
4. Alphabetic substitutions 
This section is devoted to the study of a special class of alphabetic transductions. 
called the alphabetic substitutions. that play the role of rational substitutions in the 
word case. 
Let Z and P be ranked alphabets. 
An ulphrrhetic whsrifufiorz from 7; to 6 is a pair (,/;,J,), where 
(Y) ,fO is a function from Z,, to Rec( 7; ). and 
(p) for every adz’,,.,/;, is ;I finite set of indexed trees of the form 
;‘(zj,. .._Yiq ). ;%I; (c/30). 
where ,j,, ._.., j, are distinct elements of [\I]. 
Such a substitution (,/;,J) induces a function 
,/‘I T;+P( r, ) ( =subsets of r,,, 
defined inductively as 
.f(c)=fo(4, CEZ,> 
,f(otl...t,)=Il’(s,,...sj,)I~(-uj,...~j,)~,f,(~) and sjEf(rj)j. 
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Proposition 4.1. Every alphabetic substitution .f‘=( fO,,f,,) from & to T, is an alphabetic 
transduction. 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
the recognizable forest 
K= u cp;‘(c)ncp;‘(.fo(c))G GVF 
caYo 
and the following subset of symbols of Z V r : 
Q=l <Wjl...j,) I =zfl and l’(.~j, ..._ Yj,)E,f,(O)~. 
By virtue of Lemma 3.5, the forest Q(K ) G E v r is recognizable and 
#.1’=l(cprt,cprt,It~R(K)I, 
that is,fE.rJ////;(I‘, r), as desired. q 
We mention in the sequel some interesting examples of alphabetic substitutions. 
( I ) a-product and u-quotient 
In order to develop a regularity theory for trees, Thatcher and Wright [15] have 
introduced the u-product of forests 
V;CJ, aeZo, V,U&T, 
in the following manner: 
v;,u= u t;,U, 
1EV 
where the forest 1; U is inductively defined by 
U if t = a, 
t =cEC~ - (u), 
a(tl;U)...(tn;U) if t=at,...t,. 
The u-quotient V/,U is then 
Proof. / - f ;, L,’ can be described by the next alphabetic substitution,/ from 7;. to itself: 
/(cl)= I’. 
,/‘(a)= [Gil. fJEL- IL/;. 
By Proposition 4.1. I H r; L’ is an Aphabetic transduction and therefore so is its 
inverse 
,sH;fl.Et;,l:;. 
By applying Proposition 3.7 to the above transductions. we get the stated results. 
Let now 0 be ;I distinguished leaf of the ranked alphabet 2‘ (REP,) and let “E” bc 
the usual order relation on 5 defined b> 
Q g f for all rt7;. 
I, 5 t; for i= I. . . . . II. 
and FEZ,, implics 
err I... t,, & (Tt;...f,:. 
If t z 1’. we say I is an initial subtree of I’. 
For every TV 7;_ and C; C 7; we put 
t L = ; .\ 1 s c I ] . c:‘=,i;’ I’. 
C’lcarly. 
r’=r !) 1. T 
SO that the transduction I c-t r = is alphabetic: WC. therefore. can state the following 
corollary. 
To any ranked alphabet X WC associate ;I monadic alphabet l‘(I) by setting 
I.(\‘),, = ; (c.O> / c,EZ‘o ;. 
Alphabetic tree rrlariom 
The transduction “branches” 
br : T;+ 7;.,,, 
is now given by 
br(c)= { (c-,0) ), (.EC~, 
br(~tr...t,,)=(~, l)br(t,)u...u(o,n)br(r,) 
for fJE.Z”, II 2 1, tiE r_r. 
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Obviously, br coincides with the alphabetic substituti0n.f; where 
“(a)= i 
(<(LO)1 if aEC, 
((0. l)(_Y,) ,...) (a,n)(x,);, if (TEE,, n31. 
Hence, the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.3 (Courcelle [6]). The branches qf the trees ofa recognizahk (algebraic) 
,fi,rest ,fivm (I recogni:ahle (alyebruic) monadic ,forest. 
5. Composition of alphabetic transductions 
The good behavior of the studied transductions is confirmed by the main result of 
this section that states that the class x///JS is closed under composition; a number of 
applications follow. 
We start with the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. For (my pair c?f ulphtrhetic homomorphisms 
T$+T,zTr 
Proof. 0 is the subalphabet of 1 V r consisting of the following symbols: 
((T,K), cr~C, and 1 d~<N=max(degZ‘,degr), 
().,;I), ;‘EZ,, I <i,<N, 
(a,;,>, OEC,. ;‘EL (m,n> 11, 
O”=z‘ox I-0. 
and /I are the restrictions of cp- and ‘p,. on T,, respectively. 
Finally. the local forest L i To is generated by the system (f-1,). E. T). where 
E” = I,, x I ;, . 
EJ=1(~.~))(~l~)=_\-,)u:(i .y> I r//t;,)=.\-,; u j (rr.;,) j cp(fJ)=ti(i)). 
and T contains all transitions (Fig. 8) of the following four types: 
(‘x) (‘)= (a. I\-)Ei? and (f,,Ell. 
CP) (0) = (i..;-)EE and (‘I~.E . 
(Y) (‘j=(rr.;,)~E with (p(a)=ci(.v ,,.... \-i,,)=$(;q) and (‘I,,..... CU,,,EE. 
(6) (,,EO ~ E and (‘I,. . . . . c*I,,E@. 
From now on. we assume that at least one of the (finite) alphabets 1, I‘ has degree 
>,Z (in the case where both are monadic. WC work with the alphabet Z1’l V I‘ instead 
of 2‘ v I- ). 
Now we claim that for every tree s~7; we can (exclusively using transitions of type 
6) build up ;I tree UE T, such that X(U) = s. Indeed. II has the same squeleton as s, and if 
0 is the label of ;1 (nonleaf) node of .\. then at the corresponding node of u we put 
a label of the form (0. K). where in the case ~~(cT)=.Y~ . WC take care of the inequality 
K# K’ (this choice is always possible because of the hypothesis made on the degrees of 
2‘ and I‘ ); if LI is ;I leaf of s. then at the corresponding place of II we put any one of the 
leaves (0. c,). C’E I;, 
By construction II is projected by x on s. Working similarly. for every tE 7; . we can 
determine a tree I’E cg so that /i(r)= f and I’ is built up using only transitions 6). 
To illustrate the situation, take the following example: 
and 
'I -?‘,, = /(I, (I ,, L, =jT]. \‘.!= {o-.0';. \‘,, = 0 for II > 3. 
1;,= [l,.f .’ I ,* ,; = ( ” I - Ii!. 
,‘ ~ I .,a 
.1- I I !. I; = 11 for II # 0.2.3. 
_I,,= ;ti; .I?= 151 I( 1. l,, = 0 for II # 0. 2. 
(P(o)=3 ( ;’ I = (3 (.x 7 .Y 1 ). cp(fT’l= \-2. t/b(i)= \-, . 
(P(“)=“=l~((‘)=‘P(r). 
Let s given by Fig. 9 be 21 tree in 7;_. Following the construction made above. we see 
that all transitions of the tree II given by Fig. 10 belong to type 6) and moreover 
x(u)=s. Similarly. if the tree shown in Fig. I I is ;I tree of 7;.. then the tree shown in 
Fig. 12 is projected by /f on t and every transition of I I is of type 6). 
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Fig. 9. 
<a',l> 
N\ 
<a,l> <a,l> 
/\ /\ 
<r,l> <a,c> <a,c> <a,c> 
yl$ c> 
ta,c> , 
Fig. 10 
.A /y\ C' 
C' 
Fig. 1 I
A<2’c>\ 
ta’ ,2 > 
<a’ 
,__-‘*=\ ,c,> 
,c’> <a 
<a 
, 1 ,c’> 
Fig. I?. 
Next we observe that the action of /,I on the tree u follows the unique path P,, (see 
Fig. 13) suggested by the sequence of the second coordinates of the labels appearing in 
this path. Analogously, the action of c( on c follows the unique path P,. (see Fig. 14). 
We can now join the trees u and c as follows: at the place of the leaf (LI, C) met in (P,,) 
we put the root (2, i) of r and at the place of the leaf (u’, (3’) met in (P,.) we put the leaf 
<a,c> 
/ 
<a ,c’> 
(t/.(.‘): the so obtained tree shown in Fig. IS has the property thut 
%( \l.) = .\ and /I( H,) = t. 
and is built up using transitions of type d). 
The reader will have no ditkulty in giving a proof of the above fact for the general 
case. We summark our result in the form of the following claim. 
T(ll‘)=.s. /i(w) = 1 
After this preliminary discussion. WC ;trc ready to establish the proposed equality. 
For this purpose consider ;I pair 
that is. cp(s)=$(r). 
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,/ 
/’ ‘\.\ 
<a,l> <a,l> 
/\ /\ 
<s,l> <a,c> <a,c> ta,c) 
I 
<a’,l> 
/\ 
<2,5> <a,c> 
/\ 
<a ’ ,c’> <2,Y> 
I 
<a,c’> 
Fig. 15 
Every tree SE G and TV & admits decompositions of the forms shown in Figs. 16 and 
17, respectively, and described by the following expressions: 
Tree s: .QET,, q(t,)=xk 
Tree t: tjeq., $(n,)=x, 
UiET,, 77'30, lj(X,‘)=.Y,s, 
Si’E T., $(y)#.u, Vk, 
tjsr,, t)(;)#s, Vk. 
Therefore, the equality q(s)=$(t) implies that 
cp(a)= II/(;j), cp(p)=i(i), etc. 
I 
-0 
, 
s’,-_ 
,I .i \+ 
TC 
The next tree /I (xc Fig. 18) lies in L because all its transitions belong to T and it is 
projected via Y and /i on s and 1. respectively: 
Ttw p 
\\‘iE 7;). x(l\‘i)=.\, [Claim (i)]. 
I‘iE 7;-,. X(l’i)=_, [Claim (iJ]. 
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)Y \:‘---,_ 
5 
. . 
n. 1 
. 
Fig. 17. 
J‘iETo3 P(Yi)=ti [Claim (i)], 
CRETE, /3(Fj)=Ui [Claim (i)], 
rjE Te, LY(Y~)=s;, P(ri)=tj [Claim (i)]. 
We, therefore, get (s, t)~((zp, pp) (peL1, that is, 
#(ICI-l’ScP)E ibP,DP)lP~~i 
IYX 
/ 
-Ii-l 
‘/ 
i 
I.‘-i 
/’ 
’ . 
/’ 
/’ 
i - 
L ,“’ 
: .L’ I 
1 “\ 
big. IX. 
The opposite inclusion is prod using similar arguments 
Now we arc in a position to prove the following theorem. 
Proof. Let 
be two alphabetic transductions 
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-ncp-l(R) n d~-l(K) n L 
a 
Fig. 19. 
By virtue of Lemma 5.1, there exists an alphabet 0, a local forest L c Te and two 
alphabetic homomorphisms 
The composition x T is then equal to the alphabetic transduction shown in Fig. 19. 
5. I. Applicutions 
(1) Brunches. Since the transduction “branches” br: T,+T,,,, and its inverse 
br-‘: T- , ,1,+ 7;_ are alphabetic, so is their composition br ’ - br. Consequently, for 
a given algebraic forest L G TI, the forest 
L= it 1 br(t)nbr(L)#0j 
is also algebraic. 
We can state a similar result for the transduction t H t’. On the other hand, if 
cp : T,-+ T, is an alphabetic homomorphism, its kernel cp- ’ - cp is an alphabetic (equiv- 
alence) relation; therefore, the saturation by q- ’ J v, of an algebraic forest L G &,, 
remains still algebraic. 
(2) Suhtrrrs. Recall that for a given word 
\z = .Y 1 . ..Y,, 
a nonempty subword of 1~ is a word of the form 
Y,, ..Xjj. with 1 <,il < ... <j, <)I. 
The transduction “subwords” is known to be rational ([3, 81). 
We shall describe the tree analogue of the above. For this, let us consider a ranked 
alphabet 2‘ of degree N and denote still by N the ranked alphabet: 
N,= ;K), x=0,1,2 ,..., N. 
We define the alphabetic substitution f’=( f;,.,/,,) from 7;_ to T, 1 1 by putting 
,/,,(c.)= ;(O.C);. CE\‘,,. 
\;,(fJ) = ; (0, (r).(II. I). (II. 2). . . . (II. Ii) ;. 
Then the composition 
is an alphabetic transduction and for every TV 7;_. SuhTr(t) is the set of all subtrees of 
r (recall that “L” is the initial subtrec transduction). Figure 20 visualizes the above 
operation. The uppermost part rcprcscnts the tree r and the lowermost, the SuhTr(t). 
(3) 7i’~ir1cll .s~rht~~c~.s. We say that .X is ;I terminal subtree of TV 7;_ if there exists an 
indexed tree ME 7;(\-) such that f = T(S). 
T.SuhTr(r) denotes the set of all terminal subtrees of t. 
Proof. Let L be the local forest of T, , I’ (we conserve the previous notations) 
generated by the bystem (E,,. E:. T ). whcrc 
!C:‘,, = /()I x II,,. 
t=l(O.rr).(rl.j)lrr~2‘and I<,j<r~<Ni. 
while T contains transitions of the three types shown in Fig. 21. A straightforward 
calculation shows that T.~~rhTr is equal to the composition 
and this proves the stated result. i 
(4) LN(+J.s~ COHIJHOH irzititrl xrhtrcc~. Given ;I tree TV 7;_. its length is the total number 
of symbols of 2‘ that occur in f. For f. I’E T:. r A I’ denotes the common initial subtree 
of f. t’ of maximum length. 
We additively extend to forests the above operation: 
R A R’= jf A t’lt~R. /‘ER’;. 
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c /i’s .f-, .,‘\, a 1 ,... 
L 
6 I 
. . ., 
i 
s-2 
/i\ 
a r a 
Y+* ,... 
/\ a 
a a 1 
Fig. 20 
Proposition 5.4. The transduction 
t ++ t A R, RERec(T,) 
is alphabetic. 
Proof. We need some preliminaries: for each tE G, let Qt be the tree of Tz v z obtained 
by putting the leaf a on the left side of any symbol of r (see Fig. 22). 
We similarly define tR and for K E TX we set 
QK={QtIt~K~ and KQ={tRltEK). 
i) 
ii 1 
<O,a> 
i/ . \ 
t0 ,al> <o ‘an> 
tn, j> 
a-C n' ait C 
iii1 <n,k> 
,H” . - j 
Qnl’il> 
c 
t = 
,/ 0 
\\ 
c 
a 
<n,c> 
Qt = 
<Q,C> 
at C 
<Q,a> 
\ 
<R.C> 
If k’ is recognizable, both RK and KQ xc recognizable (USC tree grammars) 
Consider now the (alphabetic) substitution f’: 7;+Tz , 1 with 
f’(Q)= L and f’(n)= : (ci, m) 1. fJE/L- ;s2;. 
where I_ is the following recognklble forest of Tl j 1: 
I 
The composition 
is then an alphabetic transduction and we can SW that 
T ‘(t)=r A R. 
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The result, therefore, comes from the second part of Proposition 3.2. 0 
Corollary. (i) !f the,forests R, R’ are recognizable, then so is R A R’; consequently, we 
can decide f R /\ R’ is empfy,$nile or inJinite. 
(ii) [f R is recognizable and L is algebraic, then R A L is ulyebraic and thus we can 
decide if R A L = 0 or not. 
6. Z V r-Recognizable relations 
Given two ranked alphabets .Z and r, Z v r is the subalphabet of C V r defined by 
(zvr),= u c, x r,. 
max(K.l)=n 
7;. x T, can now be converted into a X F’ r-algebra by setting 
(o,,)((sl,t,) ,..., (s,,t,,))=((T.s ,..‘s,,;‘t,...ti) 
with II = max(K, i.). 
The scope of this section is to study the class Recz.. r of recognizable subsets of this 
algebra. By definition, the above class is closed under the boolean operations: union, 
intersection and complement. 
The uniquely existing Z 77 r-homomorphism 
II: E-,--+Gx T, 
is given by 
h(w)=(~,Lc),cpz(O), 
where cpl, (p2 are the restrictions of ‘pI, vr, respectively on TZ 7 r. 
We observe that h is a surjective function. 
Arguing as in [4] we can prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 6.1. A is a recoynixble subset qf’the .Z V r-rrlyebra & x T, @there exists 
u recoynkuhle ,forest K s Tr - r such thnt 
A=h(K) and /I-‘(A)=K. 
Consequently, 
Ret,- .- ,. c x///;/; (C, r ) 
und RecI ,. is closed under inoersion in the sense qf relations. 
Proposition 6.2. (i) Recz r contains ull jnite unions of products B x C, with 
BERec( 5) and CERec( T.). 
(ii) The diucjonal A C_ Tz x T1 is .Z D Z-recoynixble. 
(iii) For LERec( &), thr transductions 
t++tnL and tt-+tuL 
are 1 V Z-recoynizuhle. 
Proof. (i) As in [4]. 
(ii) Results from Theorem 6.3 and the fact that n is a Takahashi relation 
(iii) Since d. L x LERec- :, their intersection 
An(Lx L)=-nL 
lies also in RecI -_. On the other hand. 
u~=Ll~(~, x L)ERec. I-7 1. LJ 
Let us remind that A G 7;_ x T is a Takahashi relation if there exists a ranked 
alphabet d, a recognizable forest K G T, and a pair of strictly alphabetic homo- 
morphisms 
7;1+2$+7; 
so that 
A= ((xt,/h)I ~EK ;. 
The last definition: let N be the degree of the alphabet 1 and sq: G+T, the 
homomorphism 
sq(g)= (II) for (TEL,,. 
For JET,, sq(t) is the squeleton of t. 
We say that the relation A s G x Tt is squeleton-preserving if (s.t)~A implies 
sq(s)=sq(r). 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
(~xr),=c,xl;,. tt=o,1,2 . . . . 
P:(o.;3)=a, P,- (0. ;,) = ;‘. 
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Fig. 23. 
Proof. (ii)*(i): Obvious. 
(i)*(ii): Let 
be the bimorphism defining the Takahashi relation A; there results an alphabetic 
homomorphism 
P: G-+Gxrr ~@)=(a@),B(6)), SEA, 
making commutative the triangle shown in Fig. 23. 
Whence, 
A={(Prt,pFr)lt~~(L)), 
with Lc(L)ERec(TZXI). 
(iii)=>(ii): Since A is 1 V r-recognizable, there exists a finite C V r-algebra JZZ, 
a C V r-homomorphism ;I: & x TF+.d and a subset R G d so that 
A =;$-‘(R). 
Consider the canonical homomorphism 
cp: TI,r-+G ..I-, cp <a, ;I> = <o,y>; 
then every Z V r-algebra (homomorphism) can be viewed as a .Z x r-algebra 
(homomorphism). Therefore, if we put 
Y: Tzxr-+Gx &-, Y(w)=(P,w~~w). 
then the composition 
is the uniquely existing Z V f-homomorphism from Tzxr to .d. Consequently, the 
forest 
K=(~~g)-‘(R)=g-l(i’-l(R))=y-l(A) 
is recognizable; since by assumption A preserves squeletons, we have 
A ~~(fi,,) 
and so 
I(p~r.P,I)lfEk’I=(/(K)=(/((/~‘(.4))=.4. 
(C)*(iii): In order to show that 
.-I =u(K ). k~Rec(&,, ) 
isaL I.-recognizable relation. we shall use the Proposition 6.1. From the com- 
mutative diagram (Fig. 24) we get 
A =/~(cp(K)) with c~(k)~Rec(T_ , ). 
So. we must establish the equality 
II- ‘(/1(cp(K)))=cp(K) 
which. by the injectivity of cp. is equivnlcnt to 
(p~‘(/I-‘(Ii((P(K))))=(P-‘(‘p(~)). 
that is, to 
,/_‘(<,(K))=/i 
which is obvious because M is injective. too. 
That A prcscrkes squeletons is immediate. 
Remark. In (iii) above we cannot replace the alphabet C 7 1‘ by Z x P because in this 
case the Proposition 6.1 does not hold. 
Proof. This comes from the condition (iii) of Theorem 6.3 and the Proposition 6.2. In 
fact. we have 
,1,=:12 ilr /I ‘(,4,)=K’(4,) 
and the last equality is decidable because /I~’ (A,) and /I-‘(.4,) arc recognizable 
forests of fi , -~ 
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Proof. It is easy to see that the transduction 
fHfUR, R recognizable 
is not squeleton-preserving and thus its graph is not a Takahashi relation. 
In order to prove our second assertion we observe that the intersection of the 
classes 
(u B x C)n (Takahashi) 
is just all finite relations {(s,,r,), . . ..(s.,,f”)) with sq(si)=Sq(ti) for every i. Conse- 
quently, the diagonal A cannot belong to the class (u B x C); on the other hand, for 
any L.ER~~(T:) the transduction 
rL : T+ TX, T~(~)=L for all JET, 
does not preserve squeletons and # rL= T, x L. q 
Proposition 6.4. The class RecE 7 ,- properly contains the class (u B x C). 
Proof. We assert that the transduction t H t u R with graph A u( 5 x R) does not 
belong to (u B x C’). Assume the contrary and take R = {c:, ~EZ~. Then, by Proposi- 
tion 1.2, the set 
(a,~)-‘;Au(Tzx,(,,- ’ ,” -A s Lxx L, (as&-{Cl) 
is recognizable subset of L, x Lx; a contradiction (see [S). 0 
To completely justify the Fig. 25 it remains to show the following proposition. 
Alph 
.ZVT-recognizable 
Fig. 25 
The proof requires a preliminary discussion. 
Let 1 be a ranked alphabet and consider a branch w (Fig. 26) of a tree TV&, (see 
Section 4): for any t’c 7;_ and r~f, we say that 
t=t’s 
is a factorization of t along 11’ if there exists an index 171 (</I) such that the branch 
shown in Fig. 27 is a branch of r and that shown in Fig. 28 is a branch of t’. 
(a,,i,) 
I 
(a,,&1 
Cx!O) 
Fig 27. 
(a ,im_l) m-l 
/ 
I lul,ill 
I 
(c,O) 
Lemma 6.6. For uny recognizable ,fomt K G &, there exists u natural number N 2 1 
such that ewh tree t E K haring depth 3 N can be ,factorized along any ef its ma.uimal 
brunches us 
t=t’T7l, t’E TV, 5, 7lEp, 
with T #.u, dp(t’s)< N and 
t’T’n[EK for ~=0, 1,2, . . . 
Proof. Recall that the function “depth” 
dp: 7;_+N (= natural numbers) 
is inductively defined by 
dp(c)=O. CEZ, 
dp(ot,...t,)= 1 +max(dp(t,)l 1 <i<nj. 
Now, let .Y/ = (Q, F. a) be a finite tree automaton accepting K and set N = card Q. We 
choose a maximal branch of the tree teK, say w, as shown in Fig. 29. Then t is 
uniquely factorized along 1~ as follows: 
t=(‘T,...T,,, /Til=l (l<i<H), 
where 1~1 denotes the length of r viewed as a word of the free monoid PI. 
Let us set 
40 = Yr3 YK+l=qh.Tk+l O<k-<n-l. 
Since dp(t)> N, we have n> N and therefore it must hold 
(3) l/,=yj,=y for K<j.. 
We choose K to be the smallest index for which (3) holds and i. to be such that 
y$iq,+ L,..., 4,-r;. 
(un,i,) 
I 
(c!Ol 
Fig. 29. 
Then 
/‘=U,...T,. T=S h-,...r,. 71= r. I . I ...r,, 
habe all the desired properties 
Now let us rcturn to the proof of the Proposition 6.5: 
set 
12 = ; CT. 1;. L,, = I <I. h ; . \‘,, = 1). II # 0, 2 
and consider the top-catemrtion gi\cn by Fig. 30 and xsumc it to be 1 2‘- 
recognizable. Let :V > I be the number associated by Lemma 6.6 with the recognizable 
forest K=h ‘(.3)c 7;. I 1. where .-l is the graph of the top-catenation shown in 
Fis. 30. Take f as shown in Fig. 31. dp(r)=Z!Y. 
By virtue of Proposition 6.1 the tree (‘J shown in Fig. 32 hclongs to K 5: 71 ;, 
Nest. an> terminal subtrcc of (‘I hating depth <!‘L’ is not in h’ :lnd this leads to ;I 
contradiction. 
By similar arguments WC WI SIIOM’ that the trnnsductions “subtrees”. “initial 
subtrecs”. “terminnl subtrees”. etc.. ;lrc not rccopnirablc. too. 
t +-- / \ tt T ~ . 
t b 
1.y :o. 
<O,I>\ 
I -‘<a,b> 
<u,u> 
A<a,a> 
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